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The Harvest Lost



Factory Harvesting

Right Handed Disciple Making



Factory Harvesting: since 1738

Events, Programs, Leaders, Witness



Factory Harvest: 100%

Events, Programs, Leaders, Witness



The church is here to help you.



Organic
Harvest

Left Handed 
Disciple Making



Organic harvesting

Relationships, love your neighbor, followers, prayer



Harvest what is ripe.

Acts 2:47b  And the Lord added to their number 
day by day those who were being saved.



Why it seems like 
magic: Notice
 the right hand

… while the left hand does 
the work. The body of 
Christ needs both hands.



We keep trying to reinvent 
the old, right handed methods 
to work in a new day.

Perhaps we need to relearn how 
to use the left hand in a new day.



The Bridges 
of God

When we “go therefore and 
make disciples” we are 

cooperating with God in the 
operation of prevenient grace 

to help others find Christ.

Inside Donald McGavran
Rodney Stark

Outside



NETWORK BREAKDOWN 

Robert Putnam – Bowling Alone - 2000 
Declining Social Capital: Trends over the last 25 years 

Attending Club Meetings 58% drop 
Family dinners 43% drop 
Having friends over 35% drop 



NETWORK BREAKDOWN 

Robert Putnam – Bowling Alone 
→ Joining a weekly small group 

= quitting smoking in effect on health

→ Joining a group will cut your odds
 of dying in the coming year in half.



How do we rebuild the networks 
connecting people?

The Prayer Tool
 rebuilds the bridges 
of God in five steps.

It is a 
spiritual discipline 
of prevenient grace. 



Now the tax collectors and sinners were all drawing 
near to hear him. And the Pharisees and the scribes murmured, 
saying, "This man receives sinners and eats with them." 

So he told them this parable: "What man of you, having 
a hundred sheep, if he has lost one of them, does not leave the 
ninety-nine in the wilderness, and go after the one which is 
lost, until he finds it? And when he has found it, he lays it on 
his shoulders, rejoicing. And when he comes home, he calls 
together his friends and his neighbors, saying to them, 'Rejoice 
with me, for I have found my sheep which was lost.' 

Just so, I tell you, there will be more joy in heaven over 
one sinner who repents than over ninety-nine righteous 
persons who need no repentance (Luke 15:1-7).

In this parable, who (literally) are the lost?



Lost: anyone
 who is not with 
the other sheep.

74%       26%
Presser &  Stinson 1965

18%
2009

UMC School for Congregational Development 

(literally)



The 
challenge 
is noticing 
the lost. 

74%       26%
Presser &  Stinson



It begins with compassion.
When he saw the crowds, 

he had compassion for 
them, because they were 

harassed and helpless, 
like sheep without a 

shepherd.
(Matthew 9:36) 

Who do you know who is harassed & helpless? 



Who do you 
know who is 

harassed
 & helpless? 

Seriously.



Now lighten 
up.

Who do you 
know who is 

having a
 bad day? 

Seriously.



The harvest is ready;
what is lacking are the 

laborers willing and 
prepared to labor.

Then he said to his disciples, “The 
harvest is plentiful, but the laborers 
are few; pray therefore the Lord of 

the harvest to send out laborers into 
his harvest” (Matthew 9:37).



Fruit does not
 volunteer.



You 
have 
to go 
get it.



Family and 
Friendship 
Networks

Common 
Interest, 

Hobby or 
Concern

Geographical 
Neighborhood

Innovators & 
Early Adopters

Who do you see on a regular weekly basis,
 whether or not you know their name,

outside of those you know from church?

* = “lost”
? = unknown
! = problem



Ever think 
about how 
God sees 
our world?



Ever think  about
how God sees our world?



God knows 
the secrets of 
every broken 
human heart.



Jesus is the 
mender of 
broken human 
hearts … and 
Jesus wants to 
send us to 
bring light 
into the 
darkness 
of others. 



Will you be an answer to someone's prayer? 
Will you become a laborer in God’s harvest?

Relationships, love your neighbor, followers, prayer



Just so, I tell you, there will be more joy in 
heaven over one sinner who repents than over 

ninety-nine righteous persons who need no 
repentance (Luke 15:7).

Consider becoming left handed…

Relationships, 
love your 
neighbor, 
followers, 

prayer



To whom 
is God 
sending 
you?

Lord, who?
Begin to pray for them.

One Minute 
for God



BACKGROUND INFORMATION:

In the early 1960s sociologists Rodney Stark and John Lofland studied the first 
conversions to the Unification Church or "Moonie" cult in the United States as a means 
of identifying why people convert, with the following scientific conclusions: 
Proselytizing bore fruit only when it followed or coincided with the formation of strong 
social attachments, typically family ties or close personal friendships. Successful 
conversion was not so much about selling beliefs as it was about building ties, thereby 
lowering the social costs and raising the social benefits associated with changing one’s 
religious orientation. 

The converse was also true. Recruitment failure was all but assured if a person 
maintained strong attachments to a network of non-members. 

By contrast, those who joined were often newcomers to San Francisco and thus 
separated from their family and friends. 

In short, social attachments lie at the heart of conversion, and conversion tends to 
proceed along social networks. This discovery has been replicated in scores of 
subsequent studies all over the world.



Harvard sociologist Robert D. Putnam’s research published in Bowling Alone: The Collapse 
and Revival of American Community, indicates that social networks in our culture are in rapid 
decline; a bankruptcy of "social capital" is developing which threatens the future of churches, 
communities and democracy itself. Putnam’s metaphor is the decline of organized bowling in 
leagues in favor of bowling alone or in groups with little permanence or expectations. Social 
capital is more than community voluntarism where strangers temporarily join together for a task. 
Bowling teams over time develop covenant bonds of trust and mutual obligation that would allow 
one to borrow $100 or a car for the weekend. We are still socially involved with each other, but 
in progressively more shallow ways which do not help people learn how to make and keep 
commitments.

If the research of missiologist Donald MacGavran and sociologist Rodney Stark is correct, 
the gospel spreads from person to person ONLY through social networks of caring 
relationships.  

We are living in a century that is destroying those social networks, and the church with it.  
In order to make disciples it is absolutely essential that we understand our own human networks, 
how to rebuild them and increase the positive influence we have with we have with the people 
around us. the people around us.



Summary of Bowling Alone from Wikipedia:

In Bowling Alone: America's Declining Social Capital (1995) Putnam surveys the decline of "social capital" in the United States of America since 
1950. He has described the reduction in all the forms of in-person social intercourse upon which Americans used to found, educate, and enrich the 
fabric of their social lives. He believes this undermines the active civil engagement which a strong democracy requires from its citizens. Putnam 
discusses ways in which Americans have disengaged from political involvement including decreased voter turnout, public meeting attendance, 
serving on committees and working with political parties. Putnam also cites Americans' growing distrust in their government. Putnam accepts the 
possibility that this lack of trust could be attributed to "the long litany of political tragedies and scandals since the 1960s" (see paragraph 13 of 
the 1995 article), but believes that this explanation is limited when viewing it alongside other "trends in civic engagement of a wider sort" (par. 
13).
Putnam notes the aggregate loss in membership of many existing civic organizations and points out that the act of individual membership has not 
migrated to other, succeeding organizations. To illustrate why the decline in Americans' membership in social organizations is problematic to 
democracy, Putnam uses bowling as an example. Although the number of people who bowl has increased in the last 20 years, the number of 
people who bowl in leagues has decreased. If people bowl alone, they do not participate in social interaction and civic discussions that might occur 
in a league environment.
Putnam then contrasts the countertrends of ever increasing mass-membership organizations, nonprofit organizations and support groups to the data 
of the General Social Survey. This data shows an aggregate decline in membership of traditional civic organizations, proving his thesis that U.S. 
social capital has declined. He then asks the obvious question "Why is US social capital eroding?" (par. 35). He believes the "movement of women 
into the workforce" (par. 36), the "re-potting hypothesis" (par. 37) and other demographic changes have made little impact on the number of 
individuals engaging in civic associations. Instead, he looks to the technological "individualizing" (par. 39) of our leisure time via television, 
Internet and eventually "virtual reality helmets" (par.39).
Putnam suggests closer studies of which forms of associations can create the greatest social capital, how various aspects of technology, changes in 
social equality, and public policy affect social capital. He closes by emphasizing the importance of discovering how the United States could 
reverse the trend of social capital decay.
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Robert Putnam’s research indicates that American networks of engagement are
breaking down and that this loss of “social capital” is the primary cause of many serious social
problems.10 As the church is the primary builder of social networks, the decrease in social capital
is both a cause and a result of the decline of church participation in America.11 Relationships that
build community bonds between neighbors are essential to disciple making.
What are the causes for decline in social capital according to Putnam’s research? Factors
which probably contribute little to the decline in social capital include divorce, people living
together or alone, the decline of the traditional American family, racial issues, big government,
the welfare state, two career families and working women.12

Factors which contribute significantly to the decline in social capital include slum
clearance which destroys neighborhood relationships, the shift from local businesses replaced by
regional giants where people shop as strangers, and the involvement of the power elite in
corporate politics rather than community politics. Major factors in the decline include pressures
of time and money, especially for two career families (10%), suburbanization, commuting and
urban sprawl (10%), television and electronic entertainment (25%), and generational change,
where lack of community involvement seems normal (over 50%).13

From Seminar Three, the Resources page at www.disciplewalk.com
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